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Introduction: Creating a Community that Empowers Coffee Farmers
DRIVING REAL CHANGE
Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
(HRNS) North America has a bold
vision for what the coffee
sustainability sector can achieve. It
is not enough for farmers to make a
few pennies more per pound or to
have access to techniques that can
increase yields modestly.
Coffee must be a driver of real
opportunity in the communities
where it is grown, and that
opportunity must reach every
farmer regardless of age or gender.
THE COFFEE KIDS FOCUS
Through Coffee Kids, we focus on
young farmers as a part of HRNS’
comprehensive approach to farmer
empowerment--youth
development, entrepreneurship,
climate adaptation, and building
more inclusive coffee communities.
We can learn from the various

programs of HRNS as well as ensure
that the needs and perspectives of
young farmers are well represented
in all of them.
Coffee Kids Rural Business
Workshops:
Put farmers ahead of beans,
Prioritize impact over marketing,
and
Reach smallholder farmers who
have the most to gain from these
investments.

"Like coffee seeds, if
you cultivate us, we
will grow."
In the words of one participant in our
Coffee Camp, “Coffee is our life, we
have learned about it since we were
kids. Like coffee seeds, if you
cultivate us we will grow.”

WORKING TOGETHER TO
EMPOWER YOUNG FARMERS
HRNS empowers smallholder
farmers all over the world, helping
them scale up their operations and
adapt to changing climate and
market conditions. And, we support
coffee-growing communities more
broadly by ensuring that the
contributions of women and young
people are valued.

Through Coffee Kids, HRNS is able
to implement programs that focus
on the specific needs of young
farmers and their unique role in the
future of coffee. The program is vital
because it provides a proving
ground for new strategies and
ensures that the crop has a
promising future. Coffee Kids also
gives small roasters a way to invest
in the success of young farmers
directly.
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Coffee Kids is developing Legacy Builders who understand the
whole life cycle of coffee and are building resilient, diversified
farms as well as new local businesses.
CHANGE MAKERS WHO CREATE NEW POSSIBILITIES
The youngest generation is now the largest generation on earth.
The creativity and motivation of young people is integral to
finding solutions to the complex challenges of coffee
communities and the coffee industry.

PRESSURE TO LEAVE THE FARM
Young farmers want to grow coffee.
But, they face increasingly
unpredictable growing conditions as
a result of climate change, and often
lack access to cutting-edge
agronomic techniques and
technologies. As subsistence
farmers, they struggle to invest in
their operations or to diversify,
meaning that a single bad season
can be devastating. And, cultural
factors diminish the contributions of
young farmers and female farmers.
Coffee Kids is addressing each of
these challenges, in an integrated
way that makes sustained impact in
the lives of young farmers.

Our work depends on the
contributions of an entire
community, and touches thousands
of lives. In this report, we are proud
to share just a few of those stories
from the Coffee Kids program
specifically, and from other HRNS
programs as well.
LEGACY BUILDERS WHO
REWRITE THE RULES
Every generation has a chance to
shape the future – to integrate new
ideas into the traditions of their
families and communities. To bridge
customs and innovation, young
farmers need training in a
combination of entrepreneurship,
best agricultural practices, and key
life skills.

Coffee Kids strives to awaken the entrepreneurial spirit in each
of these young adults so the Change Makers can chart their
communities’ path into the future.
COMMUNITY LEADERS WHO RE-IMAGINE THE FUTURE
Communities are strong when all members have space to
contribute their talents and perspectives, and everyone has
support. Mentoring and connection across generations, culture,
and gender is critical for youth now to become the leaders
equipped to help their communities thrive economically and
socially.
Coffee Kids is fostering inter-generational connections so young
Community Leaders can be a voice for young women and men in
coffee communities.
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Legacy

builders
Many of the young farmers we work
with stay committed to coffee
because of their families. Growing
coffee is in their bones, and their
farms have been passed through
generations. Working the land is a
form of tribute to their parents and
ancestors.

Yet, they must also be realistic about
the future. Today, a single small farm
cannot support a family, and
tomorrow it will be even more
competitive.
Legacy Builders are young farmers
who are carrying on their family
traditions, updating them for a
changing climate and changing
economy.
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HAPPYNESS PALLANGYO, 27
loves her community in Northern Tanzania, but used to live in fear
she would have to leave. Farming was her only source of income, and
she worried every year during the months when the money from the
harvest had already run out. The Nkoasenga Youth Group, where
she serves as secretary, has been a vehicle for changing that. As a
result of her involvement, she opened the first community coffee
shop alongside her farm, has a mentor to guide her along the way,
and is pooling her savings with her peers to invest in their
operations.
With a solid financial foundation, Happyness is now paying school
fees for her younger sister and saving for her own child’s education as
well. She sees a bright future for her family. “Finally,” she says, “I feel
confident staying here, because we have everything we need.”

MARCELA BUSTAMANTE, 26
listened when her parents encouraged her to participate in Coffee Kids.
Living on her farm, El Campo, in the coffee highlands of Colombia, she dove
into the Rural Business Workshops wholeheartedly. She started a business
raising 50 hens on the farm and selling the eggs in the community.
The profits from the eggs give her money for further coursework, to
expand her business by raising pigs, and to help her father buy his
medications. She’s committed to keeping all of the farm’s existing revenue
streams vibrant. “I will never work for someone else again. I see myself
working on the farm and working with my parents. They will always be
my motivation.”
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MANUEL DUQUE, 32
joined Coffee Kids in Colombia, and learned through the Rural
Business Workshops that his coffee trees could yield much more fruit.
His father never had enough money to properly fertilize the trees, so
he couldn’t teach Manuel how to do it. Manuel applied his new
knowledge and micro-credit to buy the fertilizer and use it correctly.
The yield has spiked and he has already repaid the micro-credit.

“From the age of 12, I helped my father on the farm. Once he gave me
my own farm, I borrowed money from the bank, but I made bad
investments and spent the rest. Through Coffee Kids, I realized that I
had to use the credit to build my farm. I am making my dad proud
today."
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Change

Makers

Coffee is a blend of the old and the
new. On the one hand, humans
discovered the bean more than 1,000
years ago, calling it “the magical fruit”
and quickly spread it across the globe.
On the other hand, specialty coffee is
less than 50 years old, and new
techniques for maximizing yields are
introduced every year.

Coffee growing communities need
young people who are capable of
looking to the future, seeing the
possibilities, and helping others adjust
proactively to ensure that they
continue to thrive.
Change Makers are young farmers
who have their eyes on the next
opportunity, and are committed to
helping their communities prepare to
make the most of it.
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SAIMON MAYA, 23
has always been proud of being a farmer. When his mother, a
delegate of the Association of Coffee Farmers of Quinchia in
Colombia, discussed giving him a small plot of his own, he began
imagining his own operation. And when he took Coffee Kids courses
and received a micro-credit to jump start his business, he was
overjoyed. He had a farm and 1,270 new coffee trees, “a dream come
true.”
Despite being nervous, Coffee Kids Rural Business Workshops gave
him confidence that he could make good money and repay the funds
quickly. Today, his farm is steadily growing and he feels that his
future is bright.
In addition to securing the micro-credit, Saimon learned how to take
good care of the soil and protect it. “Now, I can ensure that my
children have good land to farm, just as my mother ensured for me.”

MARIVI CANO
grew up in Huehuetenango Guatemala, a particularly productive
coffee-growing area near Mexico. She loves the independence that
growing and serving coffee gives her.
“There aren’t too many places you can succeed in coffee. But the
Coffee Kids Coffee Camp taught me barista skills, so now I can
supplement my farm earnings through cupping. I get to stay in
coffee, like my parents taught me.”
Marivi’s story is like so many young people who face pervasive
poverty and a lack of opportunity. Marivi wants to carry on the family
tradition, and with some hard work and creativity, she has found a
way.
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ENOCK PALLANGYO, 29
learned that Coffee Kids would be offering
Rural Business Workshops in his
community in Northern Tanzania, and he
jumped at the chance to join.
He immediately saw a gap to fill. Farming
inputs were expensive in the area, and the
stores were far outside town. Counterfeit
and low-quality items were common.
Enock was convinced that a reasonably
priced store, close to town, with highquality items would be a sure success, and
decided to open one himself.
The early days were difficult. Though he
used the skills learned through Coffee Kids
to secure a reasonable rent for a desirable
location, he was struggling to convince
farmers that his inputs were real. And, the
path to his vendor was frequently washed
out in the rainy season.
Coffee Kids gave Enock access to
financing, which gave him flexibility to
perfect his business model. He now builds
deep relationships with farmers, and is
saving up to be able to buy his inputs
before the rainy season. His business is
young but thriving, and poised to continue
growing.
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leaders
Community

Coffee growing communities are
deeply connected. Farmers rely on
each other for advice and support, and
they know that they can secure a
better price in the market if they work
together.
At the same time, farmers know that
many of the investments they need to
make in their operations cannot be
taken on by any of them individually.
Coffee processing facilities and water
treatment operations are just two
examples of critical investments that
are only possible when farmers work
together.

Community Builders are young
farmers who understand the
importance of working together, and
are committed to building the local
networks and social structures that
allow for collaboration.
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ANDREA ARCE, 23
works on her parents’ coffee and
cocoa farm, El Oro, in Quinchia,
Colombia. A naturally curious
and outgoing woman of
indigenous roots, Andrea was
intrigued when she first learned
about the local Coffee Kids
program. "I arrived at the first
meeting hoping to learn how to
develop a productive project on
our farm."
Using Coffee Kids micro-credit,
Andrea and her brother
developed the organic cocoa
cultivation on El Oro. Her father
was looking towards

AKIMU KIBONA, 37
retirement, and was happy that
Andrea was looking for ways to
keep the farm in operation.
Today, El Oro has 300 cacao
trees, generating enough income
that Andrea is even setting a bit
aside in savings.
The experience of Coffee Kids
surfaced Andrea’s leadership
potential. Today, she works with
the Colombian Interior Ministry,
representing the needs of
indigenous youth from Quinchia
and Risaralda and pushing the
country to create greater
opportunities for them.

is a farmer in the Mbozi District
of Southern Tanzania. He was
raised with the idea that only
men can run the local businesses.
As he grew up and became
responsible for his own farm,
though, this idea made him very
nervous. He realized it left his
family vulnerable.

Akimu recounts sharing this fear
with his wife. “We were working
at the coffee shamba to build
trenches. I asked her, ‘How do
you see yourself? Imagine I'm
gone, will you manage all these
activities at our household by

yourself?’ I proved my point by
naming six neighboring families
where the husbands recently
passed away.”
Through HRNS gender inclusion
workshops, he learned to make
space for her within the business,
to treat her as an equal and to
trust her business instincts. “We
are lucky to have the gender
knowledge. If you love your
partner, you let her participate
in decisions and share
ownership, so that the family
stays strong even if the man
passes away.”
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IBU NUR, 45
never meant to grow coffee. Growing
up in Southern Sumatra Province,
Indonesia, she left her village at 19 for
Jakarta. She went on to pursue a
degree, marry, and have two children.
Job prospects were uncertain though,
and Ibu Nur and her family headed
home. They grew vegetables at first to
get started. Ibu Nur then met a field
officer from a HRNS project cofunded by the J. M. Smucker
Company, International Coffee
Partners, and Rothfos Corporation.
He saw her full potential and asked
her to get involved in improving
coffee opportunities.
Ibu Nur told Coffee Talk how, within
months, she and her husband were
planting coffee on half their farm.
Soon after, she took on a leadership
role in a local women’s coffee farmer
group and began training other
women in the community. Ibu Nur
says she lacked confidence, but was
determined to rise to the challenge.
Today, she trains more than 70
smallholder coffee farmers and gives
personalized guidance and advice to
farm households. It is not the life she
first imagined, but she loves serving
her community.
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about us:
EMPOWERING
FARMERS FROM
THE GROUND UP
Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung (HRNS)
works with tens of thousands of coffee
farmers across the globe, helping them
turn small-scale farms into thriving
and sustainable operations. Through
offices in New York (the home of
Coffee Kids!), Germany, Brazil,
Trifinio, Colombia, Indonesia,
Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia, we are
ensuring that coffee is a force for
economic opportunity and positive
change in the communities where it is
grown.

HRNS staff build local support
structures, help to make communities
more open to the leadership of
women and young people, and train
farmers on cutting-edge innovations
to improve yield and reduce
environmental impact.

Strategic offices:
Germany (HQ)
New York

Program offices:
Brazil
Colombia *
Guatemala*
El Salvador*
Ethiopia

Honduras*
Indonesia
Tanzania*
Uganda

*Coffee Kids project locations
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CASE STUDY: UNIOCAFE
In 2008, HRNS with the support of
Tim Hortons, started working with
farmers in the Ocotepeque region of
western Honduras to form a
producer association. These farmers
believed that together, they could
better connect to the global coffee
market. HRNS staff worked with
them to build a network of producer
associations now known as
UNIOCAFE.

Over the past decade, UNIOCAFE
has grown to represent 29 producer
associations. With the continued
support of HRNS they provide the
training and skills farmers need to
thrive in the face of changing
markets and an unpredictable
climate.
Building on the foundation laid with
the farmers of UNIOCAFE, HRNS
brought in their Coffee Kids
program to engage with youth in
the region. As a result of the Coffee
Kids program, UNIOCAFE opened
space in the association for a Youth
Committee in 2017.

This thriving project has allowed us
to build on our partnership with
InterAmerican Coffee and Becamo.
Coffee from these young farmers
was sold under the label of “Youth
Empowerment Coffee” in late
2017, and continued in 2018, giving
10 cents from each pound sold
directly back to the farmers. And
now for the first time in the 30-year
history of Coffee Kids, youth coffee
is available at roasters like
Common Good, Peet's, and Mill
City.
The 27 young men and 6 young
women in the Youth Committee
have seen incredible growth. In the
words of Kevin Leverón, President
of the Youth Committee, “Our goal
for the project is to have a fair
market, innovate coffee
production, and expand the
committee of young people to
incorporate new territories. We
have seen remarkable progress!”
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COFFEE KIDS
SUPPORTERS
CIRCLE
The urgency of this work demands the
attention of everyone who cares about
young farmers and the future of
coffee.

Through our Supporters Circle, we
bring together coffee lovers, coffee
shops, and other coffee businesses
across the industry, so that we can
work together to allow young farmers
to be the changes our global coffee
community needs.
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SUPPORTERS SPOTLIGHT
"As a craft roasting company,
we believe Coffee Kids is
addressing a vital need, and
we’re blessed to be a small
part of it."
Justin Carabello | President

CARABELLO COFFEE
The Newport, KY-based roasters put
it right there in their tagline: coffee
and compassion in tandem. Selling
coffee has never been enough for
Justin and Emily Carabello; they have
always seen their company as a
vehicle for ensuring that farmers
make a decent living and have
dignified lives.
Recently, Carabello Coffee celebrated
its five-year anniversary by inviting
customers to pay what they like for
their coffee, donating the proceeds to
Coffee Kids.

CARIBOU COFFEE

As a national roaster with more than
600 storefronts, Caribou Coffee
understands what it means to bring
communities together. Their strong
commitment to social responsibility is
channeled through their Do Good
initiative.

"Third wave coffee needs
third wave coffee farmers and
Coffee Kids is on the front
lines of developing those
farmers."
Nathan Hrobak | Senior Buyer
Their generosity in supporting Coffee
Kids programming is one more way of
bringing these ideas to life. When they
visited Coffee Kids project sites this
year, Caribou learned firsthand how
their support is strengthening coffeegrowing communities, meeting young
farmers and learning their stories.

“These young people are
strong and smart and upbeat
and determined. We love
being a part of this!"
Kayd Whalen | Senior Vice President

INTERAMERICAN
COFFEE USA
InterAmerican Coffee USA is an
importer and long-time partner of
Coffee Kids that has expanded their
support for the full HRNS approach.

The relationship with Coffee Kids
runs deep--InterAmerican has hosted
Coffee Kids events, annually donates
tens of thousands of dollars to the
program, and this year they joined
Coffee Kids on-site at a project in
Risaralda, Colombia.
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supporters circle members

Actual Coffee
Aline Seiler
Allegro Coffee
Allyson & Peter
Sawtell
Amy Chance
Anh Dinh
Anne Smith
Annika Stewart
Anthony Rivers
Arleen Fields
Ashley Trick
Ashley Yuckenberg
Banana Dang
Barnie's Coffee &
Tea
Bean Victoria
Ben Blair
Benedict Nathaniel
Benjamin Frey
beth martin
Big Indian Coffee
Blue Fire Coffee
Roasters
Blue Lava Coffee
Roasters
Bob Fahringer
Brian Hayes
Rodrigo Ricalde
Cafe Victoria Dallas
Caffe Brioso

Cameron's Coffee
Can Anbarlilar
Carabello Coffee
Caribou Coffee
Charter Coffee
Cherry Lane
Chiasso Coffee Co.
Christoph Schnell
Coffee & Tea Fest
Coffee by Storm ApS
Coffee Con
Coffee Express Co.
Coffee Roasters Inc
Coffee Roboto
Coffee Tree
Roastery
Camille Loth
Patrick Neal
Common Good
Coffee Roasters
Cristina Perrotta
Crystal Sprenkel
Curtis Lu
Daniel Morris
David Wein
David Nagle
Denise Cagara
Desert Rose Press
Diamond Zuchlinski
Diana Deckman
Donna Dallal-Ferne

Drew Bierman
Dylan Wu
Elizabeth Holmes
Ellie Marie Carlock
Enrique Palacios
Delphine Marchetti
Doug Shemilt
Firestation Roasters
Flying M
Flying M
Coffeegarage
Flying M
Coffeehouse
Fort Findlay Coffee
Frany Hutchings
Garald B Clark
Harmeet Sethi
Harold King & Co.
Harry Ha
HashMugs
Howard Modell
Ian Eales
Impact Assets
Inderjeet Kharpal
John Barry
InterAmerican USA
InterAmerican EU

James McDowell
James Gauch
James Dykstra
Jamie Piper
Jan von Enden
Jayme Ellis
Jerome Harris
Jerome & Phyllis Cohen
Jesse Neri
Jonathan Tran
Justin Brostek
Kimhak Em
Kory Major
Laura Pitchford
Lee Ellison
Lori Luken
Lowcountry Coffee
Roasters, Inc.
Margaret Donovan
Marge Titcomb
Maria Teresa MagaÃ±a
Mariella G Esposito
Mart RoosimÃ¤gi
Martin Hall-May
Maxime Thacriault
Megan LaCava
Merve Ozcan

Michael Opitz
Michelly Martinez
Ms. Mimi Rena
MyEvergreen
Nancy & Mike
Anderson
Natalie Hade
Nicholas Lundgaard
Not One Bean
Oatly
Rachel Seiden
Ogawa Coffee USA
Orient Congregational
Church, UCC
Paragon Coffee Trading
Co.
Paul Hegland
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Peter Elkins
Philip White
Pierce Castleberry
Portland Roasting
Raynham Historical
Society
Red Rock Roasters
Renascent Coffee
Renee Roush-Gomez

Rick Fortuin
Robert Austin
Robert Grauberger
Robert Bond
Rovers Coffee
Samia El-Moslimany
San Diego Coffee
Training Institute
Sara Keller
Schamong
Rostheandwerk
Simon Wright
Simpli Press
Smiths Coffee Co.
Steep Street Coffee
Steffen Maller
Stephanie Aviles
Superior Coffee
Roasting Company
Superlost Coffee
Roasters
Susan Bragg
Susanne Defoe
Sweet Maria's
Darrel Burns
The Coffee Jacket
Thomas Morrison
Tibor Dekany
Tim Bengsund
Timothy Oltjenbruns

Thursday Night
Throwdown (TNT)
Travel Pioneers
Sascha Spittel
Twohundredº
FosterFish
University of Dayton
Vicki Jaussaud
Vigilante Coffee
Wicked Joe Coffee
Roasting Company
Liz Weyer
Yellowstone Coffee
Roasters
ZIPPITTEE

In-kind Supporters
Baratza
Café Grumpy
City of Saints
Coffee & Tea Festival
CoffeeTalk Magazine
Fresh Cup Magazine
Gimme! Coffee
Irving Farm
SeaMonster Studios
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Dear Partners, Supporters, and Friends,
COFFEE KIDS CONTRIBUTORS
HRNS, North America
Jan von Enden, General Manager
Joanna Furguiele, Fundraising + Program Manager
Katherine Selangia, Climate Smart Coffee Manager
Soha Yassine, Marketing Manager
Junior Pena, Accountant
HRNS Central America
Pablo Ruiz, Co-Country Manager
Mauro Garcia, Co-Country Manager
Fredy Menéndez, Project Coordinator
Belkis Vicente, Project Technician + Youth Expert
Verena Fischerworring, Social Inclusion Coordinator
Jenny Harbert, Program Officer
Elda Lopez, Accountant
Jorge Sandoval, M&E Assistant
HRNS Colombia
Beatriz Fischersworring , Colombia Manager
Daniel Valencia, Consultant
Sandra García, Accountant
Yamileth Puerta, Trainer
Angela Gomez, Social Adviser
Carlos Emilio Suarez, Technical Adviser
HRNS Tanzania
Ina Walter, Country Manager
Nora Fedisch, Gender and Youth Coordinator
Blaga Zlateva, M+E Manager
George Tillya, Finance + Administration Manager
Hashim Nkya, Transport Manager
Morgan Mkonyi, Field Operations Manager
Godfrey Wilgod, Agronomy Team Leader
Madina Hussein, M&E Team Leader
Elibariki Mbwambo, Finance Team Leader
Erick Kundy, Organizational Development Team Leader
Vitus Theophil, Assistant Organizational Development Team Leader
Salim Mohamed, Producer Organization Trainer
Julian Mathew, Producer Organization Trainer
Pauline Manga, Producer Organization Trainer
Abel Gabriel, Producer Organization Trainer
Godlisten Kaya, Producer Organization Trainer
Colman Mmasi, Assistant Agronomist
James Ngowi, Agronomist

At HRNS North America we
have built an amazing
community.

Our success depends on
countless individuals and
organizations across the globe.
From the teams in Hamburg
and field offices around the
world, to the partners who
amplify our impact; from the
young farmers’ whose
development we support, to
the donors who make our work
possible.
Because of this community, we
have achieved incredible
progress in empowering the
next generation of farmers.
Together, we are transforming
coffee growing into a dignified
career through which farmers
can earn a living to support a
family, and helping young
farmers develop skills and
relationships they can use to
achieve their full potential.

Since joining HRNS in
November of 2015, Coffee Kids
has flourished into a program
that works with over 500
young people in five countries
around the world. HRNS is one
of the only organizations with a
program that is solely focused
on the next generation of coffee
farmers. As result, our work has
forced the rest of the industry
to pay attention to our shared
future.
We aren’t done yet. In addition
to the direct impact we’ve
made, we have been laying the
groundwork for new
partnerships and expansions
into new regions in the coming
year.
We are working with Tim
Hortons to expand in the
Huehuetenango region of
Guatemala and in Tanzania.
Plus, we are piloting new
activities to incorporate with
our youth groups.
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Our work through our Coffee
Kids program will continue to
evolve, which will yield better
support for young farmers and a
greater emphasis on the needs of
youth throughout all HRNS
programs.

In an era of rapid change, this
organizational evolution keeps
us dynamic, vibrant, and
positioned to do the greatest
possible good with the farmers
and communities we serve.
So, on behalf of the global HRNS
team, thank you! Thank you for
being a part of our community.
Thank you for your generosity
with your insights and friendship.
Thank you for your faith in our
work as we grow and evolve as an
organization, finding the best
form that Coffee Kids can take in
a changing landscape.

The future is bright, because
together, we are building
something remarkable.

In partnership,

The HRNS North America Team
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A program of

Coffee Kids
C/O: Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung North America
42 West Street | Brooklyn, NY 11222
hrnstiftung.org | coffeekids.org
info@coffeekids.org

